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Dear Sir, Madam,
The hidden vote has been underestimated. Though a large part of the US population has not been
publicly outspoken about Donald Trump, on election day they voted for him. The silent vote has clearly
been underestimated and that is why most polls got it wrong. Apparently his straightforward and clear
way to speak has appealed to a large portion of the American people. His acceptance speech,
surprisingly moderate and unifying, was a turning point for the financial markets and turned them
positive for the time being. Many comments will be made in the next few weeks about the aftermath
of the election, but here we already present the main takeaways from Trump’s victory:
1. An advantage is the end of the gridlock in Washington. Republicans control, House, Senate,
and the Presidency.
2. This could get a lot of things going, for example deficit spending with big investments in
infrastructure. This could actually be a positive for stocks
3.

Corporate tax rates will be slashed. That could bring home the many $Billions that
corporations have stashed unproductively overseas. Could be more capital at work back
home. A positive for the economy?

4.

In his acceptance speech, Trump's language was conciliatory, reaching out to his fellow
citizens.

5.

And he prudently reached out to other nations. Which could also mean a better relationship
with Russia. And was an unfriendly Russia not the biggest threat in geopolitics. Let's see
how that plays out.

We have repeatedly said that volatility is not necessarily our enemy. Nor should it be yours. Volatility
leads to huge swings in currencies, interest rates and stock markets. That leads to opportunities for an
asset manager like Capital at Work. The reason for that is threefold:
1. We are one of the few remaining asset managers with the ambition to only invest in what
we know. Even stronger, to only invest in what we have "valued". This in stark contrast to
"open architecture" where you can only hope (with fingers crossed) that the selected funds
(based on past results) or managers unknown to you, will continue to outperform. Or in contrast
to simply buy everything, which means indices.
2. As you know we try to keep implementation as simple as possible. That allows us to keep
our focus on analysis and active management.
3. And finally we are active asset managers. While the underlying investment propositions
most of the times only change slowly over time, prices often move brutally, like early this
morning. This is true for equities, interest rates and currencies. And, bis repetita bis, like in the
aftermath of Brexit, we have been able to do some great things today in our portfolios.
In the equity part of our portfolios we have taken profits on protections that we had bought
during the summer. We still have substantial protections in your portfolio if investors were to
change their minds about what a Trump presidency could mean for the economy and geopolitics.
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We have been saying for quite some time now that the investment proposition in fixed income
was complicated with interest rates close to zero. Over the past few days interest rates have
been rising strongly. This is based on the belief that Trump has an opportunity to "make America
great again" via fiscal stimuli in the economy. This could lead to higher growth, and potentially
higher inflation. The fact that interest rates rise is proof of the benefit of doubt that people give
him right now. Also in the fixed income part of our portfolios have we taken profits on protection
that we bought against rising interest rates. We still keep our duration short with also cash in
our portfolios.
And finally, the fact that we are global investors has enabled us to do some interesting things
in the currency markets. Early in the morning after the election we have raised the $ exposure
in our portfolios. We continue to be positive on the $. This is based on a stronger economy than
in Europe, higher interest rates than in Europe, and the potential upshot to this all of "making
America great again".

We believe this is a sufficient update of the current market conditions and our views. Naturally we are
willing to answer questions that you might have.

Yours Sincerely,

The Executive Committee of CapitalatWork Foyer Group
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